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Quartz specialist, Petermann-Technik, now offers the

M3215 series Mini-32.768kHz quartz crystal in a 3.2 by

1.5mm ceramic housing.

This is claimed to be the most affordable Mini-SMD

quartz crystal with this frquency in a ceramic housing.

Measuring 0.75mm high, the device comes with

frequency tolerances of ±10ppm or more at 25°C.

Standard load capacitances are six, seven, nine and

12.5pF. Delivery from stock is ±20ppm with 12.5pF and

the standard working temperature range is -40 to 85°C.

www.petermann-technik.de
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boast tiny price

Custom design at no
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Developed to combine high performance

with low power consumption, MSC now

offers the L70 GPS module from Quectel. 

Supplied in a 10.1 by 9.7 by 2.5mm form

factor, the L70 boasts 66 acquisition channels

and 22 tracking channels which are offered

in combination with Embedded Assist System

(Easy) technology. This enables the L70 to

calculate and predict orbits automatically,

such that it can fix the position quickly, even

at indoor signal levels. Time to first fix (TTFF)

can be reduced to five seconds for a warm

start and 15 seconds for a cold start. 

Furthermore, an intelligent controller

adaptively adjusts on/off time to achieve a

balance between positioning accuracy and

power consumption. Modules boast a 

current consumption of 25mA during

acquisition and 22mA in tracking operation.

They also offer a sensitivity of -148dBm at

cold start and -163dBm at tracking as well as

an operating temperature range of -40 to

85°C. This makes them ideal for use in

portable devices, automotive applications

and industrial PDAs. 

For evaluation purposes, MSC offers an

L70 development kit that includes hardware

and software. 

www.msc-ge.com

Producer of fuse holders and power sockets, Schurter,

manufacturers a number of products that adhere to

the updated glow-wire tests specified in IEC 60695-2-

11 to -13. This standard relates to glow-wire ignition

temperatures (GWIT) for household appliances used

in unattended operation. These more stringent

requirements also apply to installed components such

as power sockets, fuse holders and connectors.

Schurter offers a number of products made of

plastic materials with high glow-wire ratings. These

include shock-safe fuse holders in the FPG series as

well as fuse blocks for assembly on circuit boards

and power connectors rated for 10 and 16A. All 

meet the stricter requirements.

These products help customers fulfil strict

guidelines concerning fire prevention for electrical

devices that are operated in households unattended.

Standard IEC 60335-2 defines which appliances fall

into the 'unattended' category, with examples

including dishwashers, coffee machines, washing

machines and kitchen stoves.

www.schurter.ch

Get to grips with glow-wire ratings

Find GPS solutions 

Gateway Electronic

Components is now offering

a range of custom designed

enclosures said to eliminate

design and tooling costs.

The new 7500 series,

manufactured by

CamdenBoss, is ideal for a

host of applications

including industrial, medical

and telecommunications.

Available in six distinct

styles and a range of standard colours, the 7500 series uses CamdenBoss’s flat sheet

technology to eliminate tooling. This means customers are not faced with capital

outlay for custom designs, even at low volumes. The service extends to cut-outs,

PCB pillars, LCD windows, LED light-pipes, ventilation and rubber feet. Customers

can also specify the exact dimensions they require with no additional charges.

The 7500 Series covers five product ranges manufactured from three millimetre

HIPS. Options include UL-94VO self-extinguishing plastic, ABS or polycarbonate

materials, CNC milling and screen printing/membranes/overlays.

Standard colour is black with textured white, silver, granito, light grey and

anthracite available, alongside red, green, yellow, orange, blue and purple

available in gloss finish. Acrylic capped finishes include carbon fibre, white and

black high gloss.

www.gatewaycando.com


